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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an encryption scheme suitable for direct diffusion protocols. We have calculated com-
putational and communication overheads in terms of energy consumption using Directed Diffusion proto-
col. Public-key cryptography has been observed to suffer from high computational complexity and over-
head. The symmetric-key schemes can be utilized more efficiently in order to provide more security. The
proposed scheme overcomes the limitations of public-key and symmetric-key protocols for wireless sensor
networks in respect of low energy consumption. The symmetric-key function is used to guarantee secure
communications between the nodes in a network while the public-key function is used to guarantee a secure
data delivery between the source to sink. This scheme provides mix of symmetric-key and public-key cryp-
tography functions using the pre-distributed keys to implement data confidentiality service and Special
attention for data authenticity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are widely used in different fields. The sensor nodes, which are
intended to be physically small and inexpensive, are equipped with one or more sensors, a short-
range radio transceiver, a small micro-controller, and a power supply. WSN consists of spatially
distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as temper-
ature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants and to cooperatively pass their data through
the network to a main location. Energy awareness is critical, especially in situations where it is
not possible to replace sensor node batteries so it is essential design issue in wireless sensor net-
works. Most sensor network applications aim at monitoring or detection of phenomena likes of-
fice building environment control, wildlife habitat monitoring, and forest fire detection. Security
is a key consideration when deploying Wireless Sensor Networks. Security is a well-established
field for general-purpose computing where security mechanisms address computing services (e.g.
authentication, intrusion detection, etc.) and Provide secure transaction. Since the battery life con-
fines the lifetime of a sensor node, power consumption is normally set as the first priority in de-
veloping security solutions. Sensor networks are deployed in a hostile environment, security be-
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comes extremely important as these networks are prone to different types of malicious attacks. To
provide security, communication transactions should be encrypted and authenticated. Symmetric
key scheme is more appropriate cryptography (SKC) for wireless sensor networks due to its low
energy consumption and simple hardware requirements, but most of them cannot provide suffi-
cient security level (e.g. integrity, confidentiality, and authentication) as public key approach
(PKC) does.

Cryptographic primitives are the basis of security solutions and the most frequently executed se-
curity operations in sensor networks. Cryptography is the art of achieving security by encoding
messages to make them non-readable. Cryptography is the study of hiding information that en-
ables you to store sensitive information and also transmit it across insecure networks but it cannot
be read by anyone except the intended recipient. Symmetric algorithms, both parties share the
same key for encryption and decryption. The most common types are i) Symmetric Key Cryptog-
raphy and ii) Public Key Cryptography. A public key cryptography algorithm uses two different
keys for encryption and decryption. The key used for decryption kept secret (Private) whereas the
encryption key can be distributed openly (Public). Encryption algorithms and their use are essen-
tial part of the secure transmission of information. There are extensive studies on using symme-
tric-key cryptography to achieve various aspects of security in sensor networks [5], [12]. The
symmetric key function is used to guarantee secure communications between in-network nodes
while the public key function is used to guarantee a secure data delivery between the source node
and the sink node.

This paper describes a new hybrid approach that combines the advantages of the well-known
PKC and SKC schemes in wireless sensor networks with direct diffusion protocol. It is suitable
for wireless sensor networks that incorporate data centric routing protocols. Symmetric-key and
public-key both are used insecurity implementation. We have calculated energy consumption
with respect to message size in the new scheme.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 deals with the state of the art studies in this
field, section 3 presents the proposed framework, section 4 includes the simulation results, fol-
lowed by conclusion in section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

The main challenge in sensory networks is how to secure communications between sensor nodes
and how to set up secret keys between communicating nodes. We have calculated the computa-
tional and communication overheads using Public and Private Key in terms of energy consump-
tion in the new scheme using Directed Diffusion protocol that incorporate data centric routing
protocols.

In Data-Centric routing, querying an attribute of the phenomenon is used rather than querying an
individual node. It also used in-network aggregation of data to yield energy-efficient dissemina-
tion and also it is good scheme for minimizing communication overhead and energy consump-
tion. In data-centric routing, the sink sends queries to certain regions and waits for data from the
sensors located in the selected regions. Data centric routing has proven to be a good scheme for
minimizing communication overhead and energy consumption by using in-network aggregation.
Directed Diffusion [17] is a data-centric routing algorithm for sensor networks. Its key features
are named attribute attribute-value pairs and path reinforcement [9], [13]. Once sources detect a
matching target and send low-rate events, possibly along multiple paths, towards the sink. After
the sink starts receiving these low data rate events, it reinforces one particular neighbour to find
the higher quality events. So the sink re-sends the original interest message. These interest mes-
sages are flooding through the network and are added to each node's interest cache. Each interest
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record in has one or more gradients correspond to neighbour nodes that transmitted the interest
stored in cache. When the neighbouring node receives this interest, it notices that it has already
gradient towards this neighbour. The node must also reinforce at least one neighbour if the data
rate is higher than any existing gradient. The sink node finds the shortest path by sending an in-
terest with a higher data rate along that path. Slower data paths may be sent negative reinforce-
ment, i.e. interest messages with a slow data rate to save network bandwidth. The proposed
scheme is suitable for wireless sensor networks that in data centric routing protocols. We have
calculated the computational and communication overheads in terms of energy consumption with
different message size in the new scheme using Directed Diffusion protocol. In this section, ex-
plain how different security schemes can be implemented in Direct Diffusion (DD) protocol. In
DD protocol an interest travels between three different nodes the sink node, intermediate node,
and source node. Therefore, the scheme shows how much energy is consumed to run such imple-
mentation within the node with different message size. Directed Diffusion routing protocol has
been developed in data-centric routing [4], [7]. The DD protocol has several advantages. First,
there is no need for a node to have a global or a local address since all communications occurs
between neighboring nodes. Second, it is highly energy efficient since the node does not have to
maintain global information about network topology. Finally, individual nodes can do aggrega-
tion and caching, in addition to sensing. We assume that a node uses the first radio model for
sending and receiving data [2], [3]. This problem is known as the key agreement problem which
has been handled via two security mechanisms: Public Key Cryptography (PKC) and Symmetric
Key Cryptography (SKC). Mohammad AL-Rousan, A. Rjoub and Ahmad Baset used Directed
Diffusion (DD) protocol that uses Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) public key and RC5 sym-
metric key. But the novel proposed scheme uses ECC public key and scalable encryption algo-
rithm (SEA) symmetric key and it is most suitable for wireless sensor networks.

Data aggregation [19] is the combination of data from different sources, and can be implemented
in a number of ways. Aggregation functions are max, min, or any other function with multiple
inputs. For our modelling purposes the aggregation function is such that each intermediate node
in the routing transmits a single aggregate packet even if it receives multiple input packets. The
idea is to combine the data coming from different sources are eliminating redundancy, minimiz-
ing the number of transmissions and saving energy. This paradigm shifts the focus on data-centric
approach (finding routes from multiple sources to a single destination that allows in-network con-
solidation of redundant data).

Figure 1. Basic Cryptographic Approach

Cryptography can be defined as conversion of data plaintext (ordinary text) into cipher text
(known as encryption), then back again (known as decryption) into plain text. Due to the resource
constraints, security and cryptography is an open issue for WSNs. If we consider both symmetric
and asymmetric key management systems we can see that the implementation of both these sys-
tems is not practical for WSNs. A cryptographic algorithm, or cipher, is a mathematical function
used in the encryption and decryption process. A cryptographic algorithm works in combination
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with a key, a word, number, or phrase to encrypt the plaintext. The same plaintext encrypts to
different cipher text with different keys. "Cryptography" derives from the Greek word kryptons,
meaning "hidden".

Symmetric-key Cryptography (SKC): In a symmetric-key algorithm both parties use the same key
for encryption and decryption (DES, AES, RC5, SEA).

Public-key Cryptography (PKC): Asymmetric cryptography algorithms use different keys for
encryption and decryption. Each node in the network has a pair of keys, the private key and the
public key (RSA, Diffie-Hellman, ECC).

PKC is preferred for security purpose as it provides security services for the system under consid-
eration including confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and non repudiation [14]. For network
deployment to implement a secure Directed Diffusion using the hybrid security scheme it Store
Public key, Symmetric key, and hash function codes in each node and also each node, select and
save a randomly private key and keep the associated public key at the sink. It Save a public key of
the sink at each node and the same common symmetric key in all sensor nodes. The drawback of
PKC is that it suffers from high computational complexity and overhead so PKC schemes must be
improved to their high complexity and high memory overheads. ECC [8] requires lower key size
than RSA to achieve the same security level so ECC is more efficient than RSA [1] in terms of
memory requirements. So the author uses ECC as a public key cryptography. The experimental
result of executing the ECC with 160-bit key size and 1024-bit message size [10] shows that the
execution time of the ECC on 8-bit ATMEL microprocessor with 8 MHz clock rate is 0.81s. The
main idea In SKC techniques are that it must be utilized more efficiently in order to provide more
security satisfaction and the secret keys are pre-distributed among sensors before their deploy-
ment [11]. The paper uses RC5 as a symmetric key, which has substantial overhead associated
with its implementation. The symmetric key encryption does not guarantee authenticity or the
integrity for that reason we uses secure hashing algorithm [6]. Confidentiality [16] means data
remains private. Data integrity [16] is to ensure data is protected from accidental or deliberate
(malicious) modification. Integrity is usually provided by message authentication code or hashes
which is fixed length numeric value derived from a sequence of data. When the data sent through
insecure channels Hash values are used to verify the integrity. The hash value of received data is
compared to the hash value of the data as it was sent to determine if the data was altered. Authen-
tication [16] is to assure that data originates from a particular party.

3. PROPOSED WORK

In this section we elaborate the proposed schema used for sensor networks. The study of previous
works show that the use of RC5 often leads to high energy consumption and substantial overhead
associated with its implementation. In this paper, a novel method for key generation using Scala-
ble Encryption Algorithm (SEA) is proposed in order to reduce the energy consumption of the
network. The symmetric key encryption does not guarantee authenticity or the integrity. The se-
cure hash function is used for this purpose, albeit with additional (h) bits to be sent along with the
original data packet and here we proposed to use SEA [20] as a symmetric key.

The proposed scheme uses ECC public key and SEA symmetric key and is suitable for wireless
sensor networks that incorporate data centric routing protocols. In DD protocol an interest travels
between three different types of nodes; the sink node, the intermediate node(s), and the source
node. Therefore, we show how each of these node implements the security schemes under con-
sideration and how much energy is consumed to run such implementation within the node. The
scheme involves three phase,
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(i) source_node,
(ii) intermediate_node
(iii) sink_node.

3.1. Algorithm

Data packet Encryption and Decryption by the Source, intermediate and sink node.

M bit data packet encrypted by the symmetric and public key using hash (h) function.
Then m+h bit encrypted message send from source node to sink or intermediate node.

If m+h bit data packet was received by the sink node.
{
else

m+h bit message received by the intermediate node.
The packet is decrypted by using public key and symmetric key with
hash function.
The decrypted message checks the data aggregations.
Then the data packet was encrypted by using both public key and sym-
metric key with   hash function.
The encrypted packet sent to the next node.
If the next node is not the sink node, then repeat the above process

}
The sink node decrypts the received packet using public and symmetric keys with hash
function.

3.2. Logic Description

3.2.1. Phase (i) Source_node

Figure 2. source_node centric graph

This is the case when the data is encrypted/decrypted by the source node itself. Data is encrypted
by using both the symmetric and public key techniques. To guarantee the authenticity and integri-
ty symmetric key encryption is coupled with hash function. The final encrypted message m asso-
ciated with additional h bits. Finally m+h bit data packet is sent to intermediate node.
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3.2.2. Phase (ii) Intermediate_node

This part deals with the steps executed by each intermediate node after receiving the encrypted.
Our proposed scheme use direct diffusion protocol, a well known data centric routing protocol to
yield energy efficient dissemination in-network aggregation.

Figure 3. intermidiate_node centric graph

The copies of similar data are replaced by a single message it is known as data aggregation. It is
important feature of DD protocol. For intermediate nodes, each node does not need to encrypt the
part of the packet that is encrypted by the source/sink node using the public key, it rather needs to
decrypt and encrypt the aggregation data. This is done by using the scalable encryption algorithm
(SEA) and SHA. Suppose there are two messages M1 and M2, such that M1=M2 encrypted and
decrypted by the same key. So the node will only check if the encrypted data already exists in the
data cache. The proposed techniques first decrypt the message and checks for its existence in
cache. The message is then encrypted using hashing algorithm and scalable encryption algorithm.
The encrypted message is then sent to next step mean phase three. We would to emphasis here
that not all fields in the packets (interests and replies) are needed for aggregation at intermediate
nodes, while the sink and the source must see the whole packet.

3.2.3. Phase (iii) Sink_node

Figure 4. sink_node centric graph
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This section describes the steps executed by sink node after receiving the encrypted message. The
sink node decrypts the received data using the ECC and SEA algorithm.

In our paper[18] already show and compare the energy consumptions at the sink, source, and in-
termediate node for all security schemes (SEA, RC5, ECC) under consideration. The proposed
paper shows that the energy consumption at the source, sink and intermediate nodes with respect
to the different message size.

4. RESULT DISCUSSION

This section presents a comparative analysis of the proposed technique against the techniques as
presented in [15]. It is assumed that the proposed scheme is executed on Atmega 128 16MHz 8-
bit architecture AVR instruction set. Now analyze the energy consumption of the symmetric key
for encryption/decryption process. The network size is taken as n= 10. In our discussion we show
and compare the energy consumptions at the sink, source, and intermediate with different mes-
sage size (m). In the proposed scheme used 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192, 16384 message size.

Figure 5 compares the energy consumed by source node in the hybrid scheme. The energy con-
sumption by source node reduces with respect to the schemes proposed in [15]. The key idea be-
hind the hybrid scheme is that it uses PKC and SKC in the encryption/decryption process. The
reason for improvement is attributed to the fact that RC5 has been replaced by SEA. The key-size
generated by using RC5 tends to be larger than that generated by SEA. Thus the energy consumed
in generating the encryption for RC5 is more than that needed for SEA.
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Figure 5. Energy Consumption at Source Node

Figure 6 compares the energy consumed by the intermediate node in the hybrid scheme. The key
idea behind the hybrid scheme is that it uses PKC and SKC in the encryption/decryption process.
The energy consumption by intermediate node is less than the schemes proposed in [15]. The
proposed hybrid security scheme suggests that a symmetric key algorithm should be used by the
intermediate nodes to encrypt/decrypt the aggregate data portion, while the required data portion
is encrypted/decrypted using a public key algorithm.
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Figure 6. Energy Consumption at Intermediate Nodes

Figure 7 compares the energy consumed by the sink node in the hybrid scheme. The key idea
behind the hybrid scheme is that it uses PKC and SKC in the encryption/decryption process. The
energy consumption by sink node reduces with respect to the schemes proposed in [15]. The rea-
son for improvement is attributed to the fact that RC5 has been replaced by SEA. The key-size
generated by using RC5 tends to be larger than that generated by SEA. Thus the energy consumed
in generating encryption and decryption key for RC5 is more than that needed for SEA.
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Figure 7. Energy Consumption at Sink Node

Figure 8 shows the average energy consumption of the overall node. The approach shows that if
we are using SEA instead of RC5 [15] (Rivest Cipher 5) then the energy consumption will be
reduced a lot. The key-size generated by using RC5 tends to be larger than that generated by
SEA. Thus the energy consumed in generating the encryption and decryption key for RC5 is more
than that needed for SEA.
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Figure 8. Overall Energy Consumption

5. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a technique for minimizing the energy consumption in encrypting data pack-
ets. The scheme is suitable for data centric routing protocol. The key idea behind the scheme is
that it uses PKC and SKC in the encryption/decryption process. SKC schemes can be utilized
more efficiently in order to provide more security when PKC suffers from high computational
complexity and overhead. The proposed security scheme overcomes the limitations of both pub-
lic-key and symmetric-key protocols. It uses secure hashing algorithm and this will incur addi-
tional (h) bits to be sent along with the original data packet guarantee for authenticity or the inte-
grity. Here we are using Scalable Encryption algorithm instead of RC5. Public key function is
used to guarantee a secure data delivery between the source to sink node while the symmetric key
function is used to guarantee secure communications between the nodes in a network.
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